
SPLATICHUTE

SPLATICHUTE
GAME SETUP

UNRULINESS: Running, Kneeling

GAME RULES: Inflate the Splatichute by pressing the Splats in the outer circle. Run inside 
when full and wait / press center Splat to deflate. 

The game begins 1-3 students per outer Splat, just like everyone circling an imaginary parachute. 
All players quickly press their Splats to ‘inflate’ the parachute (center Splat). When the center 
Splat sounds, ALL players run inside the circle and hold their Splats down behind them as long 
as they can, while some Students run to press the center Splat to deflate the parachute. When 
the Splats completely fade, the crowd will cheer, and everyone can leave the circle and repeat!

GAME SUMMARY
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HOW IT WORKS
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PART ONE

This program features a ‘while/true’ loop. Any code in 
the do section of a while/do block will be repeated as long 
as its condition is met. With ‘while/true’, these blocks will 
run repeatedly, because the condition is always true. This 
allows for constant effects or conditions, such as track-
ing the center variable featured here. When the program 
starts, it announces 3...2...1... and sets up variable tracking. 
The while/true block starts repeating, and the if/else if/
else if/do will be triggered if any of its conditions are met 
during the program. 

The first if/do condition lights the center Splat slowly, 
while the center score is below the high number required. 
The next conditional else/if, looks for the center score 
being higher than the goal, and buzzes to tell the players 
to move into the circle. The final else/if makes sure that 
while deflating the center Splat, the score doesn’t go below 
zero, and gives everyone a cheer when they complete 
the cycle. 

The when splat pressed block calls the function light 
outer splat, which does two things: lights the outer 
Splats (Splats 1-5) random colors, and tallies up the score 
for everyone to see how many times they pressed the 
buttons this round. After calling the function, it also adds 
one to the center variable, progressing towards the 
‘inflated’ state. 

When Splat 6 is pressed, during the deflating phase, it 
decreases the center variable and provides lights as 
feedback that it is doing its job.

HOW TO MODIFY IF/DO BLOCKS 

Tapping the gear icon opens a small window to modify 
if/do blocks, by adding else, and else/if blocks. Drag as 
many else, and else/if blocks as you need from the left 
to the right side, and tap the gear icon again close the 
tray when you are done!
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PART TWO



SUGGESTED OUTLINE
INTRODUCE EXERCISE
Introduce the activity. Explain the game rules and demonstrate how to play 
the game. Make a flow chart outlining the program and list key objectives

GUIDED WORK TIME
Introduce the essential blocks and tie them directly to the game rules. 
Highlight the variables used in this program and draw a diagram showing 
the role of each Splat. Have students talk about the ways variables are 
modified in this program. Discuss how a function could be used to make 
the program simpler.

GROUP WORK TIME
Support groups as they work to build their programs, and in breaking the 
program down into chunks if necessary.

STUDENT SHOWCASE!
Gather the class and give groups an opportunity to present and play 
their games!
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GOING FURTHER
EXTENSION
Have students modify the timing, game cues (the say blocks), sounds, and 
colors. Encourage students to come up with new rules for this code, creating 
a completely different game!

SUPPORT
Have students outline this program on paper before coding, specifically 
variable modification pieces. Additionally, this program can be built as a 
whole class!
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CSTA 
STANDARDS
ALGORITHMS & PROGRAMMING

2-AP-14
MODULARITY  

Create procedures with parameters to organize code and make it easi-
er to reuse. (P4.1, 4.3)

COMPUTER SCIENCE TEACHERS 
ASSOCIATION STANDARDS

2-AP-13 
MODULARITY 

Decompose problems and subproblems into parts to facilitate the 
design, implementation, and review of programs. (P3.2)
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GRADES 6—8

2-AP-10
ALGORITHMS

Use flowcharts and/or pseudocode to address complex problems as 
algorithms. (P4.4, 4.1)

2-AP-17  
DEVELOPMENT 

Systematically test and refine programs using a range of test cases. 
(P6.1)

2-AP-19 
DEVELOPMENT

Document programs in order to make them easier to follow, test, and 
debug. (P.7.2)

2-AP-11 
VARIABLES

Create clearly named variables that represent different data types  
and perform operations on their values. (P5.1, 5.2)
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2-AP-12 
CONTROL 

Design and iteratively develop programs that combine control struc-
tures, including nested loops and compound conditionals. (P5.1, 5.2)


